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Hi Parents! 

As we begin to break away from the schoolish model of learning, our whole world opens up! 

Setting up subjects is an artificial - and unnecessary - way to approach learning. A variety of subjects are 
interwoven throughout activities that happen every day. Seldom does “Math” appear without a little history or 
reading or even art right alongside. And why have we considered the “math” part more important? 

For that matter, why do we consider any topic to be the “legit” learning and the others to be “fluff?” My guess is 
that it has more to do with our own anxieties about topics we don’t know well, or worries we have that are 
directly related to our own school experiences. We have so many examples in front of us of successful people 
who forged their own paths… but we dismiss them as “the exception” or someone with skills or talents we think 
we or our kids don’t have.  

I disagree!  

I have a few core beliefs that I’d like you to consider adopting: 
● Humans are naturally curious.
● Humans actually enjoy learning - and challenges.
● Learning to trust yourself is more important than feeling you always need to be told what to do.
● Schools condition people to be dependent, seek approval, and conform.
● Learning how to explore your resources is far more useful than memorizing facts.

If you can open up to these ideas, I think you’ll be able to see all sorts of learning in everyday activities. And 
then as you expand out, you’ll discover that learning can happen at a far deeper level and in a more satisfying 
way.  

My hope is that by showing you how life is full of opportunities to learn - you’ll come to trust this process. 
Initially, you may find yourself mentally (or privately if you have to!) checking off the various subjects 
throughout the days and weeks. And before long, you will neither feel the need to orchestrate everything nor 
even check the “subject boxes!” 

Here are some ideas to get the wheels turning for how subjects are already present in your lives! Feel free to 
add other examples you identify in the margins or on the back of the page if you print this out. 

Use the worksheet at the end to begin to look at your child/children’s activities through a new lens. I really 
recommend that you write down what you’re seeing. Then you can think about the various subjects that are 
“touched on” when they do these things. And, if it’s written, I can help you brainstorm about it when we talk 
again. 

I can already feel your mind relaxing and opening up to this - don’t you? :) 

XO, 

Sue 



LANGUAGE  ARTS 

SUBJECTS  Real Life Examples 

Spelling Signs 
Books 
Texting, PMs 
Word files 
 (squiggly red line) 

Reading 
(learning to read,  
and then comprehension) 

Use the Library 
Reading road signs, cereal boxes, building signs 
Reading menus (also math and social studies) 
Reading articles online - share them with each other 
Read books & mags outloud - as a family or to them individually 

Read good literature as well as comic books - enjoy reading! 
Use your Kindle or tablet 
Instructions/Directions 

Writing Coloring 
Using fine motor skills to strengthen muscles 
Listen to audible stories 
Let them dictate stories to you when writing holds them back - 
then print out their stories 
Talk about character and plot development in what you’re reading 
as well as when they’re dictating stories 
Write thank you notes 
Texting 
Emails 
Grocery lists 
Cards to relatives 
NaNoWriMo (National Novel Writing Month) 
Google Documents - play with fonts and templates 
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MATHEMATICS 

SUBJECTS  Real Life Examples 

Arithmetic Minecraft and other computer games 
Board games, Dice games, Card games 
  Measuring- length, widge, depth, area 
Estimates for size and distance  
Cooking - measuring cups, substitutions, conversions, dividing up food 
Measuring guides on butter 
Comparing gallons, ½ gallons, quarts, pints of milk 
Banking - interest, adding, subtracting 
Travel - gas and mpg, distance, how long to get there?  
Shopping - percentages, comparisons 
Time - counting/rounding, fractions (½ hour),Rroman numerals, count by 5s 
$- making change, combinations, greater/lesser, taxes, paychecks, savings 
House budget - allocation of resources, categories 
Make up games about probability (what’s your best guess?) 
Create databases 
Sports statistics 
Menus - price comparisons, amounts, discounts, sharing 

Geometry Buying a rug  
Measuring a picture for matting and frame 
Building a bike ramp 
Hanging a zip line 
Looking at window shapes, door shapes, fence designs 
Dividing a pizza or a cake 
Learning sewing and/or Quilting 
Play pool - or miniature golf 
Putting up a tent 
LEGO/K’NEX/blocks/Pattern blocks 
Kicking the soccer ball to someone running 
Examples of parallel lines (notebook paper, train tracks,lines on paneling) 
Examples of perpendicular lines (telephone pole, floor tiles, graph paper, 
latitude & longitude, cabinet edges, coffee table and legs) 
Examples of points, lines, rays, intersecting lines, line segments 
Examples of planes: white boards, table tops, notecards, paper 
Mapping: coordinates, streets/intersections 
Celebrate Pi Day (3/14) 
Filling buckets, aquariums, cups (volume) 
Playing with Rubik’s cubes 
Math in music - rhythm, reading music 
Targets 
Making and flying Kites 
Party hats (cones) Trash cans (cylindars) Dice (cubes) 
Playing with graph paper - to scale? For fun! 
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Algebra Any time you use a formula to figure something out, you’re using algebra: 
This is from Quora - someone asked for 20 real life examples of where we use 
algebra in daily life: 

How much time left for sleep/break? 
How much balance is left in the phone? 
What is the best offer available? 
When to start from home to reach the pakday on time? 
How much to eat for breakfast to maintain balance? 
Which is the shortest route to reach a place? 
How can I reach it with minimum cost? 
How long to wait at the signal? 
If I can walk/drive through a narrow lane or not? 
How much to pay for the groceries? 
How to split the work to accommodate everything is 24 hours? 
How many times some person has spoken to/fought with me? 
Where to invest to get more profit? 
How many pills have to be taken? 
How much water have I drunk since morning? 
Is it the fiftieth or the sixtieth anniversary or birthday? 
How many days left for the next vacation/next appointment/ next 
meeting? 
How to balance the expenses with the money that is available? 
What is someone's age? 
How many answers more to reach 20?!  

MORE MATH RESOURCES 
 
Unschooling Math collection of articles, videos, and ideas at UM2M 
 
List of Games Unschoolers love: Unschooling Favorites  
 
NumberJacks on YouTube   
Dragon Box Algebra App 5+  
Dragon Box Algebra App 12+   
Marilyn Burns blog (books & games at Amazon) 
Peggy Kaye Math Games 
Peggy Kaye’s website with downloadable PDF games/links 
Chrondala Calendar  
Pam Sorooshian’s Quick Easy Math Games 
Reading Math Picture Books 
Geometry in the Real World Project 
TED-Ed Math in Real Life series 
ViHart’s Giant List of Math videos 
Math Talk: Mathematical Ideas in Poems for Two Voices (Theonni Pappas) 
Google images for Math Jokes - text the graphics to the kids! 
 
For the Love of Learning: Math Education 
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SOCIAL STUDIES 

SUBJECTS  Real Life Examples 

History Documentaries and movies about historic events 
Watch fictionalized stories about historic events and discuss the 
differences and why they may have been portrayed that way. 
The History Channel 
Every Day is Special Or This Day in History 
Books/stories - diecuss what was going on in those time periods 
Live historic reenactments in the community 
Theatre productions 
Operas 
Roadside historical markers 
Top 10 Inventions That Changed the World 
Lies My Teacher Told Me: Everything Your American History 
Textbook Got Wrong by James Loewen 

Geography Globes, maps 
Go to Specialty stores consulting maps & globes 
Discuss world events and locate them on maps 
Travel! 
Watch Discovery and NatGeo channels 
Play online games from NatGeo 
Compare your own  terrain and landscape to others’ when 
traveling 
Car GPS - Use maps and mapping apps 
Identify where friends and relatives live on a map 
Discuss the distribution of where humans live on the earth & why? 
Weather and climate 
Watch natural disaster videos - what caused them? 
Learn scientific positions on global warming 
Understand the effects of pollution 

Civics/Political Science When elections roll around - participate and/or discuss 
candidates, issues and platforms 
Discuss party system 
When elections roll around - participate and/or discuss 
Talk about voting, how it works, electoral college 
Discuss how media outlets have political leanings 
Discuss Bill of Rights  
Discuss “Balance of Powers” among 3 branches of gov’t. 
Discuss Supreme courrt - how do they become judges? What 
cases are heard by them? Movies about them? RBG :)  
Community Service projects 
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Economics Read Current Events, News stories  
(Yahoo News, Time Magazine, The Economist) 
Talk about how resources are allocated and that’s how decisions 
are made. 
Discuss what makes a well-designed research study 
What jobs could you do to earn money? 
Economics in Everyday Life (need to brush up?) 
 

Cultural Studies News stories 
Talk with friends who have experienced other cultures 
Try ethnic restaurants - enjoy the ambiance, the menus, etc. 
Go to community fairs and festivals 
Current events  
historic events  
talking to elderly relatives 
Discuss other cultures that are present in your neighborhood 
Host and exchange student or help with a local program 
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SCIENCES 

SUBJECTS  Real Life Examples 

Physical Science Go to a Nature Museum 
Hike trails in your city 
Go to science museums. Listen to docents, take mini-classes or  
Go to a planetarium 
Watch the NASA website when astronomy 
events occur 
Watch the sky changes - get the NIGHT SKY app 
Read about discoveries and inventions 
Make a volcano 
Do dry ice experiments  
 

Biology Go to a pet store 
Learn about local agriculture - go to a farmer’s market 
Grow a garden - botany 
Compare leaf shapes 
Get a bird guide for backyard bird watching 
Learn about life cycles of various animals in your world - ants, 
tadpoles, dogs, cats, birds, etc. 
Access a microscope to look at cellular structure (or videos) 

Health Dr. Appts, 
Dentist Appts. 
Illnesses – what's happening in the body - natural defenses 
Pollution 
Health codes and what they do for us  
Hygiene 
disease prevention 
Magic Schoolbus stories/shows 
DK Books 

 

Chemistry Playdoh, waterplay 
Mixtures - solutions -Make “potions” 
Frostbite Theatre 
Cooking! And failed cooking - why did it fail? 
Unschooling Mom2Mom Pinterest: Chemistry board 
 

Unschooling Mom2Mom Pinterest: 
Plant Science board                          Science Experiments                                Chemistry board  
Human Body                                      Food Fun / Science                               Archaeology and Fossils 
Solar System                                       Optical Illusions                                            Weather 
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TECHNOLOGY 

SUBJECTS  Real Life Examples 

 
Publications 

 
Google Drive - what can you do? 
Improve your own videos 
YouTube - what do you like/dislike? 
Create your own YouTube channel 
Create a PowerPoint 
Learn about platforms for MP3, MP4 
Learn iMovie or other editing software 
Make a family newsletter 
Make an end-of-the-year update 
Google Documents - play with fonts and templates 
Blogging or vlogging 
 

Computer Science YouTube - how do you make the most of it? 
Computer Games Multi-player games 
Computer connections/ cables/modems 
Trips to Best Buy/Fry’s/other computer stores 
What’s new at the Apple store? 
Learn basics in HTML 
Build a website (start with templates and easy sites like Wix) 
Internet safety 

Phones, Tablets, other devices Learn how to comparison shop  
Weigh out pro’s and con’s of what you need/want 
Learn about storage, the cloud, and external services 
Learn how to back up and sync 
 
 

If you’re still worrying about “too much time on their devices”, I have some reading for you! 
 

● Unschooling Mom2Mom Website: Unschooling and Technology 
 

● In the UM2M Facebook Group, we have a growing list of links to articles about Technology (from a 
Pro-Technology perspective) You have to be a member of the group to see it. Here’s the thread. 
 

● UMom2Mom Pinterest: Technology board 
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HOME ECONOMICS / LIFE SKILLS / MISCELLANEOUS 

SUBJECTS  Real Life Examples 

Home Economics Gather recipes for favorite meals 
Learn to cook 2-3 favs for breakfast, lunch, dinner 
Learn to run the dishwasher 
Learn to wash and dry clothes - sorting? 
Understand uses of various cleansers 
Learn how to unclog a toilet 
Learn how to stop a toilet from flushing continuously 
Learn how to find a stud in the wall 
Learn about automobile mainenance 
Marie Kondo 
Julia Childs 
The Food Network 
The Great British Bake-Off Show 

Critical Thinking Skills Problem solving 
Review commercials together 
Building with a variety of media, 
Discus real life situations - what worked, what could have been 
done differently to produce a different outcome? 
Legos, K'nex 
Newspaper articles 
Minecraft and other games 

Relaxation / Stress Management Learn various meditation techniques and styles 
Learn how to visualize 
Warm baths and essential oils? 
Benefits of naps 
Getting enough sleep 
What works best for your body? Exercise? Relaxation? 

 
 

ART 

SUBJECTS  Real Life Examples 

 
Art 
Art History 
Famous Artists and their 
Contributions 

Museum passes 
Go to see traveling exhibits 
Play with a variety of media 
Notice and compare building architecture 
Notice and compare artwork in offices, banks, restaurants 
Movies about the lives and work of famous artists 
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PHYSICAL EXERCISE (P.E.) 

SUBJECTS  Real Life Examples 

Solo Sports Fun to learn and play with family members 
Watch the Olympics together (also cultures, geography, physics) 
Martial Arts 
Swimming 
Tennis 
Badminton 
Racquetball 
Tumbling/Gymnastics 
Crossfit 
Surfing 
Stand-Up Paddleboarding 
Canoeing 
Table tennis 
Biking, CrossCountry and neighborhood 
Motorcross 
Skateboarding 
Track and field 
Boxing or Kickboxing 
Yoga 
Zumba 
Skating, skiing 
Bowling 
Golf, miniature golf 
Jogging 
Walking the dog 
Walking around the block 
City excursions 

Team Sports What’s local to you? 
What does your child enjoy? 
Recreation and community leagues offer a variety of options - it 
doesn’t have to be at a school. 
 
Maybe he/she will enjoy watching sports with you. 
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YOUR CHILD: _______________________________ 

 

Their Activity: What Subject/Topic was included? 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

A Facebook group, run by an unschooling mom, that might be helpful  
if you’re having a hard time finding the learning in a particular activity: 

 
What my Unschooler is Learning When… 
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